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Proximity to the nation’s capital, 
combined with abundant home-grown 
advantages, make Montgomery & 
Prince George’s counties dynamic, 
exciting places to do business.
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Divorce and separation are 
trying events that bring families to 
the brink of chaos. For the parents 
and children involved, stress, tur-
moil and uncertainty rule daily life.

Even in these tragic circum-
stances, there are individuals 
fortunate enough to have an at-
torney they trust to help them stay 
focused, navigate overwhelming 
legal issues and lessen emotional 
and financial tolls. 

Family law attorneys Stuart 
H. Grozbean and Henry E. Weil 
of Belli, Weil & Grozbean, P.C. 
understand the immense pres-
sures on spouses and parents in 
separation, divorce, child support, 
child custody, alimony, abuse and 
related family law cases. Their priorities 
are simple and clear: 
 1) help clients initiate a plan  
  and stay the course to obtain  
  their objectives; and 
 2) provide steadfast, compas- 
  sionate support.  

Renowned Experts  
in Family Law

Grozbean and Weil have each spent 
many years advocating for both mothers’ 
and fathers’ rights and are recognized 
leaders in their field. Grozbean is the 
developer of Maryland’s child support 
guidelines program, used by virtually 
every court statewide. Both Weil and 
Grozbean were named Super Lawyers 
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The Seasoned Family Law Attorneys  
of Belli, Weil & Grozbean, P.C.
Experienced Divorce Lawyers in Troubled Times

in 2008, ranking them among the top 5 
percent of lawyers in Maryland. 

The experience Grozbean and Weil 
bring to each case assures clients they 
are in capable hands and puts oppos-
ing counsel on notice that they have a 
strong advocate to reckon with. 

“Initially, we try to create a dialog 
with a spouse’s attorney to try to find 
some common ground,” Grozbean ex-  
plains. “However, attorneys who oppose  
us know we are not afraid to go to court 
to protect our clients’ interests. Our 
reputation often helps to settle cases.” 

Realistic and Resolute
Knowing when to be practical 

and when to be aggressive, according  
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to Grozbean, is at the heart of  
a good lawyer’s ability to see 
clients through tough, traumatic 
domestic disputes.

“Our job is to keep our clients 
focused and their expectations re-
alistic,” Grozbean says. “We give 
them a road map, and we tell them 
to expect detours once in a while. 
We urge them to carefully con-
sider any action they might take. 
We steer them toward an honest  
assessment of their case.” 

Earning Clients’  
Trust and Faith

When Grozbean and Weil first 
meet with clients, many of whom 

are consumed by fear, anger and dev-
astation, they share their pain. The firm 
assures them there is an endpoint. Then, 
the firm asks the clients to take a leap of 
faith and allow the attorneys of Belli, Weil 
& Grozbean to do what they do best — 
protect their clients’ interests.

Real Lawyers 
for Real People

with Real Problems
“Our purpose is not only to know 

and apply the law,” Grozbean stresses, 
“But to aid and comfort our clients in 
their time of need.”
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